The charitable institution, the Fondation Rothschild, which still operates today, was set up in Paris in 1904. Its 100th anniversary coincides with the 130th anniversary of the convention de famille which underpins the Fondation.

This commemorative article has emerged from the initial phase of a three-year research project on Jewish welfare and charity, which has been recently launched by The Rothschild Archive and the Parkes Institute for the Study of Jewish/non-Jewish Relations at the University of Southampton, with the financial support of the Hanadiv Charitable Foundation. The investigation incorporates a special focus on the Rothschild family and, as a result, looks at Germany, Austria, England, Italy and France, where family branches were established. The article cannot yet reflect any of the project’s outcomes, but touches on some of the questions which have already emerged and tries to illustrate the many key problems that overlap in the iridescent subject of modern philanthropy.

Ambrose Bierce, in his sarcastic Devil’s Dictionary, puts some of this iridescence into one pithy phrase: “Philanthropist, n. A rich (and usually bald) old gentleman who has trained himself to grin while his conscience is picking his pocket.” Many contradictory motives may be entangled where
charitable activities are concerned: genuine compassion, ambitions for social respectability, religious obligations, vanity, intentions to exercise social control – to name but a few.

The early industrial age witnessed not only the formation of a new class of working poor and the rise of self-made businessmen and industrialists, but also an unprecedented development of voluntary charity. Though often depicted as models of greed and social irresponsibility, many industrial magnates were well aware of the threats and conflicts arising from the enormous gap separating the rich and the poor. At the same time, they tried to prove that in resolving the social problems of an industrial society, the liberal principle of voluntary philanthropy would function better than a welfare state, whose mandatory re-distribution of financial means could be fuelled only by fiercer taxation of profits and income.

A case study of Rothschild initiatives in 19th- and 20th-century philanthropy is of particular interest. Here, the general subject of individual voluntary charity merges with the specific issue of the identity of European Jewish communities. On the one hand, their far-reaching exclusion from Christian societies at large forced Jews to focus on their own community institutions, inspired by the traditional Jewish concept of charity: tzedakah, outlined in the Torah and the Bible. On the other hand, during the 19th century, the eagerness of many Jews to adapt to modern secular society and to achieve equal civil rights encouraged the creation of charitable institutions intended to bridge religious and cultural lines of separation. Thus, quite a number of Jewish institutions spearheaded secular modernisation.

Most of the Rothschild entrepreneurs took classic liberal stances. Nathaniel (“Natty”), the 1st Lord Rothschild (1840-1915) completely identified with the conservative interest in opposing both a state-funded and a contributory old-age pension system, as exemplified in the German model that had been in existence since 1891. In Paris, his brother-in-law Alphonse (1827-1905) criticised the government’s protective trade policy, influenced by the moderate socialist Jean Jaurès. When interviewed by the writer Jules Huret in 1897, he stated: “There are richer men and poorer men and that’s all there is to it! Some are richer today and will be poorer tomorrow … Everyone is subject to such variations … As for these agglomerations of capital, it is money which circulates … [and] bears fruit. It’s the wealth of the nations! If you frighten it away, … all will be lost. … Capital is labour! Apart from some unfortunate exceptions … each man … has that share of the available capital that his intelligence, energy and industry merit.” ² This, of course, was the common standpoint of industrial leaders. Yet many of them did not simply oppose the development of state welfare, but launched paternalistic initiatives of their own. German industrial magnates like Alfred Krupp (steel) and August Borsig (locomotives), the French Emile Menier (chocolate industrialist and left-wing Député at the National Assembly), or the Czech entrepreneur Thomas Bat’a (leather and shoes) provided housing, pensions and health schemes for their employees.⁴

Nevertheless, the mere fact of capitalist magnates being engaged in philanthropy was an indicator that the liberal system did not work in the terms outlined by Alphonse. In being a philanthropist, the liberal capitalist was contradicting his own premise on this subject. Had a liberal economy enabled everybody to have his fair share of the riches of this world, according to each person’s abilities, why should there be a need for any intervention, voluntary or state-run? This inconsistency need not be examined more closely in this article but it is these very contradictions that, among other issues, make this investigation an interesting one.

Throughout the period under consideration, numerous members of the Rothschild family, across all its branches, were very active in a wide spectrum of charitable activities. They ranged from housing and relief for the poor, medical care and advanced medical research, orphanages and education, to cultural issues like patronage of the arts. One of their major concerns was the problem of housing for the poor. On this subject, Rothschild activities in Paris can be traced back to the early 1870s. In a letter
to the Mayor of Paris, dated 12 November 1871, the whole of the second generation of French Rothschilds - Alphonse, Gustave, Edmond, Charlotte, and Adèle, the widow of their brother Salomon - announced the wish of their late father James (1792-1868) to create a *fondation spéciale et perpétuelle*. Its purpose was to pay rent subsidies to the city’s needy families. On 11 January 1874, the charitable foundation *L’Oeuvre des Loyers* was established by a *convention de famille*, with a capital of a million francs, later augmented by another 0.6 million after the death of James’s widow Betty in 1886. Over the following decades, the *Oeuvre* paid 100,000 francs each year, which the mayors of the 20 Paris arrondissements helped to distribute to tenants with annual rents below 400 francs, regardless of their political or religious backgrounds.4

On 27 June 1904, Alphonse, Gustave and Edmond de Rothschild informed the Ministre du Commerce about a far more ambitious project for providing social housing. The brothers were to create the *Fondation Rothschild*, the primary aim of which was to “ameliorate the material living conditions of the workers.” This was a rather unspecific and general way of putting it. The statutes, however, set out a programme that went beyond housing, embracing such matters as health, education, nutrition, and childcare. The State approved its charitable status in the following month of July.5

These Rothschild activities must be seen against a wider background. Among the urban elites, the rapid expansion of cities in 19th-century Europe had instigated lively public discussions on the problem of housing, linked with concerns about disease, delinquency and social unrest in slum areas, the unsuitability for military service of unhealthy young men and, especially in France, low birth-rates. At the *Expositions Universelles* of 1867 and 1878, the issue was presented in the form of model designs for cheap and decent housing, and, simultaneously with the 1889 exhibition, the first international congress on the issue of housing for the poor was held in Paris. The conference revealed that France, in favouring somewhat idyllic attached and semi-attached houses, appeared backward in comparison with England and Germany, where more radical approaches had led to vast blocks of social housing that made more efficient use of expensive urban spaces. The 1889 International Housing Congress encouraged the creation of the *Société Française des Habitations à Bon Marché* later in the same year. This body was actively involved in an incessant Europe-wide exchange of know-how in designing, building, and managing social housing schemes, an exchange which lasted until 1914.6

Yet its outcomes proved rather feeble. In Paris, during the 1870s and 1880s, the social housing sector grew at a mere 8 per cent in 5 years, while, in the same period, luxury apartments grew at a pace of 20, sometimes even 40 per cent. No speculative in search of an income from rents would have considered flats for the poor. New laws, meant to encourage investors, had little impact.7 No wonder that in late 19th-century Paris, a third of working-class families lived under appalling conditions in lodgings with only a single room, with diseases, particularly tuberculosis, spreading easily among the inhabitants. According to the Bureau de l’Assainissement des Maisons de Paris, some buildings in the city were so infectious that anybody entering them could be statistically assured of dying within ten years.8

The Europe-wide debate on this housing crisis may have led Alphonse, Gustave and Edmond to give the then breath-taking sum of 10 million francs for the erection of housing. Moreover, it illustrates the context of the extremely ambitious plans initiated by the *Fondation Rothschild* in 1904. Their scope was unprecedented, and not only in France. No comparably extensive project had ever been carried out before to provide a model. Therefore, the *Fondation*, with Frédéric Schneider as its first president, and prestigious members like Emile Cheysson (see n.6), launched an architectural competition and its experts undertook an exploratory trip to England.9

In this context *The Four Per Cent Industrial Dwellings Company* must be mentioned. Still in existence today under the name *The Industrial Dwellings Society*, it was initially conceived by a broad
group of magnates from the Anglo-Jewish elite in London in 1884. But neither in Paris nor in London were tenement blocks for the poor considered a lucrative investment and, at the end of the day, it was Nathaniel de Rothschild who became the sole major stakeholder in the project. The name Four Per Cent embraced the economic formula of philanthropic housing schemes as acknowledged by the international community of social housing experts: a nett return in rents of 4-5% was considered the minimum profit margin that would attract capital and at the same time allow for the erection of hygienic, bright and properly aired tenement blocks providing affordable flats for workers, artisans and low-paid employees. Most probably, the Fondation experts studied the London model during their survey in England. Yet the Four Per Cent, with some 230 flats built in the crowded and impoverished East End before 1900, was within the average size of British philanthropic housing projects. The scheme of the Fondation Rothschild was to quadruple these figures.

The architectural competition was meant to inspire ideas, with significant prize moneys for the winners but no guarantee of their concepts being realised. In order to maintain efficiency in both planning and building and to avoid extravagant artist-architect attitudes, an architectural department was set up within the Fondation. Outstanding members of this team were Henri-Paul Nénot, its chief advisor, and the competition prize winners Augustin Rey and Henry Provensal.

The struggle against tuberculosis had a considerable impact on the layout. Constant optimum ventilation and bright rooms were the sine qua non of design. Medical experts on urban hygiene serving in the architectural department were inspired by advanced German T.B. sanatorium architecture, perhaps even by the sanatorium for Jewish women which had been founded by Edmond’s wife, Adelheid de Rothschild (1853-1935) in the Black Forest in 1903. The Black Forest building itself had been designed by the pulmonary specialist Dr. Karl Hettinger. Within a decade, the Fondation and its architects managed to erect five substantial housing complexes spread across five different Paris arrondissements, providing almost a thousand flats before World War I, and 1,125 by 1919. The existence of this foundation encouraged other magnates to create their own institutions, essentially along the Rothschild lines. Among them were the Fondation Alexandre et Julie Weill (1905), the Fondation de Madame Jules Lebaudy (1905), and the Fondation Singer-Polignac (1909). Their success even induced the city authorities to obtain a state loan of 200 million francs in 1912 for the construction of 26,000 flats for families of modest income. These efforts were, however, obstructed by the outbreak of war. It was not until 1922 that the municipal Assistance Publique and the City of Paris managed to exceed the Rothschild scale, achieving some 1,450 flats each.

So much for the philanthropic ‘hard facts’. What about their political and self-representational aspects? In his ethical writings, the Jewish philosopher Maimonides (1135-1204) had distinguished eight degrees of tzedakah. One of the criteria to achieve the most pious and noble degree was that “the poor do not know the identity of their benefactor.” Of course, Rothschild family members may have practised this form of philanthropy too, but good deeds exercised anonymously are, by their very definition, most
unlikely to become the subject of historical investigation. The charities considered here had purposes that went beyond generous assistance to the needy. They were a means of self-projection for the members of the urban elites, testifying to the respectability and social responsibility of this new class of self-made businessmen and industrialists. Public donations, in fact, were reminiscent of the benefactions that in earlier times had been expected from kings and noblemen. Only in generously re-distributing parts of it, did the enormous material wealth of the *nouveaux riches* of the industrial age become a respectable asset. This was even more the case when the magнате was of Jewish origin, making him easy prey to the well rehearsed charges of usury and avarice. Through visible commitments to non-sectarian charitable institutions wealthy Jews – and the Rothschilds are but one example – intended to counteract these stereotypes and make a statement about Jewish identification with national goals and issues and therefore affirm assimilation as a *fait accompli*.

Ironically, however, the more extraordinary the generosity, the more spiteful were the anti-Semitic attacks which followed. In 1911, on the occasion of the annual payment of the 100,000 francs by the *Oeuvre des Loyers* to the mayors of the *arrondissements*, the well-known anti-Semitic paper *Libre Parole* provided an example of this. An anonymous article declared the whole procedure to be a mean swindle dreamed up by the Rothschild bankers: the ‘*Bluff Rothschildien*’. The author claimed that on his deathbed James de Rothschild had intended to bequeath two million francs directly to the municipally-run *Assistance Publique*. He accused the heirs of having, instead, invested this sum in their own bank, paying a miserable 5 per cent per annum to the *Assistance*, and illicitly shovelling the surplus into their own pockets. To date during this research, no evidence for such misappropriation has been found. What makes it highly unlikely is the Rothschild philosophy of sustainability in charitable giving. Such large sums were never handed over to other bodies for them to dispose of, but were rather invested in a perpetual foundation in which family members would continue to have a substantial say.

Whatever a Rothschild did or did not do in the field of philanthropy was meticulously observed and judged, not only in public, but also within the family. When Maurice de Rothschild (1881-1957, a son of the above mentioned Edmond) masterminded a new housing project in 1930, his brother James Armand prepared very critical dossiers on the plans. With partners from the property world, Maurice conceived a mixed project, with more than 10,000 flats and integrated commercial spaces to be built on municipal land provided on long-term leases, 4,000 of which were to be let on strict social housing terms. James Armand and his advisers were highly critical of the economic aspects, but feared even more Maurice’s close contacts with the Socialist-run municipality. This, and the dubious reputation of some of the real estate companies that he was involved with would be an easy target for more attacks.

This brief and incomplete account of Rothschild housing initiatives raises more questions than it can answer. One might have suggested that magnate families would have gradually withdrawn from philanthropic activities as state welfare – and taxation – developed. Instead, the Rothschild housing projects were not reduced but obviously multiplied in scope each time a new generation took charge. This demands closer examination. Taxation on income and succession may have been an incentive for
charitable giving, encouraging successful businesses to reduce profits before taxation by making donations. This strategy would have been even more enhanced once tax deductions for charitable activity had been invented. Furthermore, what specific influence did Jewish issues have on decision-making? It is evident, for example, that the mass immigration of Jews from Eastern Europe into the East End of London was a major factor in the setting up of the Four Per Cent Dwellings in London; were similar considerations in play in Paris? Or was the 1904 donation intended rather to counteract anti-Jewish sentiments stimulated by the Dreyfus affair? How far was there a family network of information on philanthropic issues exchanged across borders and leading to the spread of up-to-date ideas and practice – even of competition?

In the course of this project, it is hoped, more light will be shed on some or all of the questions raised.
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